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pour for oneself first or it will spoil 
the family’s best driving reindeer.

• When cooking coffee, see to it that 
the coffee pot does not rock where 
it hangs, or surely you will rock away 
your belongings and end up in pov-
erty.

• When one throws the coffee grounds 
away, take care not to throw them 
outward but towards oneself. Cof-
fee grounds, bones and other waste 
must be thrown towards oneself or 
there is a risk of throwing away hap-
piness.

• If there is foam on the coffee, the 
direction in which it floats will show 
who the recipient of money or a gift 
will be. If the drinker is alone and 
the foam floats away, it is an indica-
tion that the drinker will have many 
debts.

• If one spills coffee, guests will arrive 
who are thirsty for coffee. If coffee is 
spilled twice, count on receiving in-
toxicated guests.

• When the coffee pot hanging over 
the fire turns by itself and there is an 
unmarried boy or girl present, he or 
she will marry the first guest of the 
opposite gender.

• If an unmarried person receives a 
refill before the first cup is entirely 
finished, one risks getting a nasty 
mother-in-law.

Who knew? o

Editor’s Note: Stay tuned for the next episode in the con-
tinuing saga of “As the Indigenous World Turns” in which 
we shall present the facts and myths and other interest-
ing morsels about the people who inhabit the Far North. 
The second installment will focus on the Dolgans of Si-
beria, where the woolly mammoths once roamed. We’ll 
take you deep into the ice tunnels beneath the tundra 
where the bones and tusks of creatures that lived during 
the last Ice Age are “secretly” stored.

Everything You Always Wanted to Know About Saamis 
(and Coffee) But Were Afraid to Ask

by Moki Kokoris

Despite its perception by outsid-
ers as a barren and inhospitable 
wilderness, and depending on 

how the boundaries of the region are 
defined, the Arctic is home to approxi-
mately 4 million inhabitants - roughly 
one tenth of which consists of a diverse 
number of indigenous peoples spread 
across the Arctic territories of Alaska, 
Canada, Greenland, northern Scandi-
navia and Siberia. In Alaska, these peo-
ples are known as Iñupiaq and Yup’ik 
Inuit, Alutiq (Aleuts) and Athapaskans; 
across Canada, Nunavut and Green-
land, they are Inuit; in Scandinavia, the 
native people are the Saami; while in 
Siberia, there are as many as 40 differ-
ent ethnic groups, the Nenets, Yakuts, 
Chukchis and Dolgans among those. 

In general, the region is sparsely pop-
ulated, with densities averaging fewer 
than 1 person per square mile. In spite 
of tremendous social, demographic, and 
technological changes in modern times, 
Arctic cultures nevertheless remain vital 
and resilient, with many small nomadic 
communities that are closely linked to 
native wildlife and local natural resources 
still continuing to follow a traditional way 
of life.

In this first installment in a series of 
articles about the indigenous peoples of 
the Far North, we shall concentrate on the 
Saamis who have inhabited the northern 
regions of Fenno-Scandinavia and Russia 
for at least 2500 years. With the excep-
tion of the groups that settled near the 
coasts, the Saamis generally lead a semi-
nomadic or nomadic lifestyle determined 

by the migrations of the reindeer.
Lapland, more currently referred to as 

Finnmark or Sápmi, is not a country but a 
region that stretches across the borders 
of Sweden, Norway, Finland and northern 
Russia. From the times of the Greek ex-
plorer, Pytheas, who first mentioned it in 
300 B.C., this area of land had been given 
many names, most of which were strange 
to the Saamis. These included Thule, Ul-
tima Thule, Fennia, Scritfinnia, Finnamar-
chia and Lappia. Today, the Saami people 
themselves use the word Sápmi.

Since the earliest years of the Christian 
era, wondrous rumors of a barbaric peo-
ple in the farthest North spread as far as 
Rome. In 98 A.D. Tacitus chronicled that 
far beyond the Germanic tribes lived the 
Fenni who had no possessions and were 
completely wild. They had neither hors-
es nor houses, they were clad in animal 
hides, they did not cultivate the land but 
ate only what they could find growing 
wild, and their beds were the bare ground. 
Their only protection against wild beasts 
and weather was a primitive hut 
made of sticks and skins. They 
had no iron, and instead tipped 
their arrows with bone. Thus 
armed, they went hunting, and 
women hunted with the men 
and took their share of the kill. 

Later ethnographical and ar-
cheological field investigation 
proved that much of what ap-
peared fantastic to the readers 
of the ancient writers had some 
basis in truth, and facts about 
what had been for a primitive 

people in this Hyperborean land an ex-
istence governed by practical necessity 
gradually emerged from the world of fa-
ble and myth into the light of history.

Although their territory is intersected 
by four national boundaries, most Saamis 
speak the same basic Finno-Ugrian lan-
guage with up to fifty dialects spread 
over the wide area. Their costumes are 
also similar throughout a large part of 
the region with distinct variations mainly 
in ornamentation and embroidery and 
hats, which by their patterns and shapes 
indicate the specific area they are from 
and even the individual’s marital status.

By and large, the Saamis are divided 
into three groups according to their occu-
pation and location: the coast-Saamis, the 
forest-Saamis and the mountain-Saamis. 
The coastal group is the most numerous 
and has never been known for reindeer 
breeding, choosing instead to settle in 
turf-huts along the shores of the Arctic 
Ocean. They are trappers and fishermen, 
boat builders and skilled weavers. The for-

est-Saamis are regarded as half-nomads, 
basing their existence on the forest rein-
deer which remain in the forests through-
out the year, moving to higher ground 
only in the summer. These Saamis migrate 
between permanent timber huts and their 
winter camps where they live in tents. The 
mountain-Saamis, who are regarded as 
being wholly nomadic follow their rein-
deer herds between the forests of the 
Gulf of Bothnia in the winter, the eastern 
foothills of the mountain range in spring 
and autumn, and the higher mountains of 
the northern sea coasts in the summer – 
all in a regular, annual rhythm. They live in 
relatively easily transported nomad tents 
through the entire year.

As can be expected, the Saami diet 
depends highly on which group they be-
long to, but consists predominantly of 
reindeer meat, reindeer milk, butter and 
cheese, fish, and various native berries. 
Grains and other items that cannot be 
cultivated are purchased at regional mar-
kets a few times a year. One such staple 
that few Saamis can live without is…. cof-
fee!

Coffee has had a long-established 
place in the lives of Saami folk for well 
over 100 years in most parts of Sápmi, 
and many customs fluorished around its 
use. The Saami people probably had their 
first experiences with coffee from sources 
in Sweden, where it had been first im-
ported after 1680. By the early 1700s 
coffee houses were established in Stock-
holm, and it is believed that coffee finally 
reached Sápmi’s coastal communities by 
1750. 

Customarily, coffee was prepared by 
the man of the household, perhaps be-
cause he was also responsible for the 
cooking of the meat. In the earliest years 
of its use, preparing coffee was, like the 
meat, a difficult task to prepare. By 1900, 
however, women had taken on the task 

and it became a companion duty to 
bread making. 

Early on, coffee beans were purchased 
in unroasted form. The roasting process 
required constant stirring of the beans 
over the heat so it was a time-consuming 
task to keep a supply at the rate that cof-
fee was consumed – often three or four 
cups per person per sitting. Migratory 
folk roasted a large supply during the 
winter before leaving for winter pasture, 
and in summers roasted it as needed in 
smaller amounts. A large frying pan was 
the utensil of choice for the roasting pro-
cess, and apparently from the very be-
ginning, Saamis liked their coffee roast-
ed strong, stirring it until the beans were 
appropriately coal black.

Coffee was freshly ground for each 
pot, although herdsmen usually took 
along preground coffee. The earlier 
grinding was done with a stone on an-
other flat or concave stone. Some grind-
ing was done in a hollowed-out log using 
a stick as the pestle. Still a third method 
was to place the roasted beans in a skin 
bag and strike the bag with a stick until 
the grounds were suitably fine.

Early techniques for brewing coffee 
appear to be common across Sápmi, 
too, the process beginning by soaking 
the crudely ground beans in cold water 
which was then brought to a boil. After 
boiling, the pot was placed beside the fire 
to steep. As a result of the crude roast-
ing and grinding methods, the brewed 
coffee was very murky and needed to be 
cleared before drinking. Clarifying coffee 
the Saami way required putting a dried 
pike skin into the pot. The slime from the 
fish skin picked up the floating grounds 
and carried them to the bottom of the 
pot as it sank. 

Although sweetening coffee is gain-
ing popularity these days, Saamis still en-
joy a sprinkling of salt in their brew, and 
in northern Sweden, it has been known 
for Saamis to float reindeer feta cheese 
in their cups á la marshmallows in a mug 
of hot chocolate. (Let’s see Starbucks try 
that!)

It is no surprise that superstitions 
around the use of this most-favored bev-
erage would evolve over time, and many 
of these commonly held beliefs remain to 
this very day—some of the more peculiar 
and amusing ones being:

• When the coffee is ready, one must 
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